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In today's increasingly data-driven world, the ability to effectively navigate and harness

the power of data has become a crucial aspect of leadership. The explosion of digital

information has presented challenges and opportunities for Organizations across

industries. Leaders who deeply understand data analytics, technology, and ethical

considerations can drive innovation, make informed decisions, and create a

competitive advantage for their Organizations. Leadership in data requires recognizing

patterns, identifying insights, and leveraging data to inform strategic initiatives. This

essay explores the importance of leadership in the data space and the essential

qualities that make a successful data-driven leader.

That's an interesting one. It would help if you took the bull by the horns. It can feel like

you're in a glass box, your nose is up against the top of the glass, and you're trying to

breathe. Your management gives you oxygen at the end of the day. If they don't create

that space for you, you can't make it happen – you're dead in the water. A big part of

your job is educating your management. How do you respectfully tell somebody, "You

are ignorant of your reality, and I will teach you"? You can't say it that way, but I wish we

could. 

It would be best if you told it to them in a way that is relevant to them. Put yourself in

your management's position. Your manager doesn't get it. There are many levels they

need to get. First of all, what's in it for them, first and foremost? Why should they even

care to change this organization or champion something? Well, they should champion

it because, guess what? They're going to become a dinosaur executive if they do not

embrace data. Give them empirical evidence. Do your research. Show it to them. It's

their survival of the fittest, not yours. You're doing them a favor by telling them, "If you're

not aware that you're going to be put aside, you might want to think differently about

your being an executive because this is a new requirement for CEOs and board

members. It's no longer just in the realm of the chief data officer." 

Educate your management 

They all have to have data in their DNA. They need a certain level of understanding.

They need not only to understand but also to sponsor and champion. Those are their

three caps. They need to understand enough strategically to allow you and everybody

else to get on with their job. They need to appreciate that data is a serious asset. It's a

severe discipline. They must understand that they will be antiquated if they don't

understand, champion, and sponsor. Also, they need to know what it means to support.

What is support? Well, support is obvious: give me money, bodies, and support for my

mandate. Then there is championing. How do they champion? You need to explain to

them what is needed for them to champion. Think about things like data culture,

awareness, and infiltrating peers and other leaders of corporate governance. Those are

the kinds of things they need to support you on.

Build data DNA
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Conclusion
Leadership in the data space is essential for Organizations aiming to thrive in today's

data-driven landscape. As data grows exponentially, leaders who can effectively

harness its power will have a distinct advantage in making informed decisions and

driving innovation. Successful data-driven leaders possess a combination of technical

expertise, strategic vision, and ethical considerations. They understand the potential of

data analytics and technology and how it can be leveraged to improve processes,

customer experiences, and Organizational performance. By embracing a data-driven

leadership approach, Organizations can unlock new opportunities, gain a competitive

edge, and confidently navigate the complexities of the digital age.
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If you notice you are not gaining
any traction, it is probably because
you have got some major deficits

in your leadership agreements and
interactions.

Leaders need to set the tone and show that they value data-driven decision-making.

They can do this by using data to make their own decisions and by encouraging others

to do the same. Data should be accessible to everyone in the organization, regardless

of their technical expertise. There should also be tools and resources available to help

people to understand and analyze data.

People should feel comfortable sharing data with others and collaborating on data-

driven projects. This will help to ensure that everyone is using the same data and that

insights are shared throughout the organization. When people use data to make good

decisions, it's important to celebrate their successes. This will help to reinforce the

message that data-driven decision-making is valued and important.

Make data-driven decisions
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